Abstract: Axion-Like Particles (ALPs), if exist in nature, are expected to mix with photons in the presence of an external magnetic field. The energy range of photons which undergo strong mixing with ALPs depends on the ALP mass, on its coupling with photons as well as on the external magnetic field and particle density configurations. Recent observations of blazars by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope in the 0.1-300 GeV energy range show a break in their spectra in the 1-10 GeV range. We have modeled this spectral feature for the flat-spectrum radio quasar 3C454.3 during its November 2010 outburst, assuming that a significant fraction of the gamma rays convert to ALPs in the large scale jet of this blazar. Using theoretically motivated models for the magnetic field and particle density configurations in the kiloparsec scale jet, outside the broad-line region, we find an ALP mass m a ∼ (1− 3)·10 −7 eV and coupling g aγ ∼ (1− 3)·10 −10 GeV −1 after performing an illustrative statistical analysis of spectral data in four different epochs of emission. The precise values of m a and g aγ depend weakly on the assumed particle density configuration and are consistent with the current experimental bounds on these quantities. We apply this method and ALP parameters found from fitting 3C454.3 data to another flat-spectrum radio quasar PKS1222+216 (4C+21.35) data up to 400 GeV, as a consistency check, and found good fit. We find that the ALP-photon mixing effect on the GeV spectra may not be washed out for any reasonable estimate of the magnetic field in the intergalactic media.
Introduction
Axion-photon transition in an external static electric or magnetic field [1, 2, 3] is generally referred to as the Primakoff effect, originally proposed for neutral pion production by the interaction of a photon with atomic nucleus. Axion-like particles (ALPs, see the recent review of Ref. [4] ) , which are a generalization of the QCD axions [5] , are characterized by these two photon vertex interactions. Strong theoretical motivation for the existence of ALPs arises from string theory compactifications, which provide the so-called axiverse scenarios, with plenty of candidates for ALPs, see Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9] .
The conversion between photons and ALPs is determined by the ALP-photon coupling g aγ , and it has been extensively studied in the context of astrophysical sources in order to search for the hypothetical ALPs in the optical to X-ray data. These searches exclude large regions in the m a -g aγ parameter space of the ALP mass and its coupling to photons (see e.g. Ref. [10, 11] for recent bounds). In particular, axion energy losses in stars have provided strong constraints in the ALP parameter space [12] . The emission of ALPs would decrease the duration of the Helium burning (the Horizontal Branch, HB, stage), and therefore the number of counts in observations of galactic globular clusters. The authors of Ref. [11] , using massive stars, have recently confirmed and sharpened the constrain on the ALP photon mixing parameter g aγ < (0.8 − 1) · 10 −10 GeV −1 . Future terrestrial based ALP searches, as those from the ALPS II experiment, are also highly promising [13] .
Search for ALPs in the γ-ray data from astrophysical sources is being widely discussed in recent years. Conversion of γ rays to very light ALPs has been proposed to take place at the sources such as the Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) [14, 15] and Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) [16] ; or in the intergalactic space [17, 18, 19] ; and in the Milky Way [20] . Depending on the magnetic field strength of the medium in which the γ rays propagate, conversion to ALPs could be possible for m a 10 −6 eV.
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In this paper we report on our search for ALPs in the GeV γ-ray data from the beststudied blazar 1 in the GeV band, namely the flat-spectrum radio quasar (FSRQ) 3C454.3 at a redshift z = 0.859. Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) monitored this blazar daily in its regular survey mode and detected an extraordinary 5 day outbursts from 2010 November 17th to 21st [21] . The spectra of γ rays at different epochs from 2010 September 1st to December 13th period, which includes the 5 day outbursts, show a break or deviation of the spectra (softening) from a single power law in the 1-10 GeV range. We have fitted these spectra and their breaks using an ALP-photon mixing model for the γ-ray propagation in the magnetized jet that extends to kiloparsecs (1 kpc = 3 · 10 21 cm) outside the blazar's Broad-Line Region (BLR) at 10 18 cm from the central super-massive black hole 2 , assuming that the observed γ rays are emitted from the outer edge of or beyond the BLR. From our fits we have extracted the values for m a and g aγ , together with the environmental (magnetic field and particle density) and spectral (power-law index and normalization at production) parameters that best describe the data.
As a consistency check, we have also fitted Fermi-LAT and MAGIC data of another FSRQ PKS1222+216 at redshift z = 0.432, using the same m a and g aγ values obtained from fitting 3C454.3 data but varying the environmental and spectral parameters. PKS1222+216 data obtained by Fermi-LAT [22] and MAGIC [23] during 2010 June have less constraining power for the ALP parameters.
The plan of the paper is the following. We discuss in detail our ALP-photon mixing model set-up for the blazar jet in Sec. 2. In Secs. 3 and 4 we fit γ-ray data of 3C454.3 and PKS1222+216 using our formalism and report results. We discuss our results and conclude in Sec. 5.
ALP-photon mixing model for blazar jets
The γ-ray emission region for blazars is a hotly-debated topic. Observations of rapid variability of fluxes at very-high energy (VHE, 100 GeV) γ rays from several different blazars on time scales as short as ∼ f ew minutes [24, 25, 23] imply that the γ-ray emitting region must be very compact, a size scale of only ∼ 10 14 cm from the causality condition. In case the whole jet cross-section is the γ-ray emitting region, then the above size scale also corresponds to an estimate of the radius from the central super-massive black hole and is well below the BLR. On the other hand, multi-wavelength observations that "trace" the propagation of electromagnetic, from radio to γ rays, emission region in a blazar jet strongly suggest that the γ-ray emission region is at or beyond the BLR [26] . Production of γ rays from a large scale jet also helps to avoid inevitable γγ pair production by VHE photons with low-energy photons at small radii. Rapid variability of VHE flux in this case is explained as emission from small scale regions embedded within a large scale jet, i.e., jets within a jet [27] . For our modeling we have adopted this latter scenario of the γ-ray production region at a radius at the outer edge of the BLR or slightly beyond.
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We assume that GeV γ rays are emitted from a radius R ≈ 10 18 cm from the central super-massive black hole and propagate through the kpc scale jet. The configuration of the magnetic field and the particle density in the AGN jets are not fully known yet. It is expected from the flux-freezing condition that the magnetic field parallel (poloidal) and perpendicular (toroidal) to the jet velocity scale with the jet radius, respectively, as ∝ R −2 and ∝ R −1 [28] . Thus, at large radii the toroidal or transverse component should dominate. It was also argued sometime ago that Poynting flux in the AGN jet produce a toroidal magnetic field B ≃ 0.4f 1/2 (L w /10 46 erg cm −1 )(R/10 18 cm) G, which provides magnetic pressure to confine the BLR clouds [29] . Here L w is the luminosity of a relativistic wind in the jet and f is the fraction of the wind energy in the Poynting flux. Reverberation measurements of the BLR clouds suggest a power-law profile, R −s , of particle density in the jet with 1 s 2 being favored [30] . The profile could be steeper (e.g. s ∼ 3) outside the BLR, which has a particle density 10 10 cm −3 [30] .
For our ALP-photon mixing model in the jet of the blazar 3C454.3, motivated by the above discussion, we adopt the following transverse magnetic field and particle (electron) density profiles
We find the normalization parameters φ and η by fitting GeV γ-ray data with our ALPphoton mixing model for different values of s = 1, 2 and 3.
To calculate the ALP-photon mixing effect for photons of energy ω propagating along the blazar jet, assumed z axis, we numerically solve the evolution equation [18, 16] 
2) with an initial condition (A ⊥ , A , 0) t = (1/2 , 1/2 , 0) at z ≡ R = 10 18 cm, i.e., initially unpolarized photons. Here A ⊥ and A are the electromagnetic field components, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to B T in the x-y plane. The ALP field is denoted with a. ξ is the angle the transverse magnetic field B T makes with a fixed y axis in the x-y plane. For our calculation we fix it to π/4, and we will comment on variations of this angle in the following section. Other different terms in the ALP-photon mixing matrix, with the B T and n e given in Eq. (2.1), are ∆ ⊥ ≡ 2∆ QED + ∆ pl , ∆ ≡ (7/2)∆ QED + ∆ pl , and their reference values, following Refs. [18, 16] , are given as
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Here α is the fine structure constant and B cr = 4.414 · 10 13 G is the critical magnetic field. The plasma frequency is defined as ω pl = 4παn e /m e = 3.713 · 10 −14 n e /cm −3 keV. Although we do not assume a constant magnetic field or particle density in the ALPphoton mixing region, it is interesting to note that in such a constant B T and n e case the strong mixing of ALPs with 1 GeV photons take place for B T ∼ 10 −6 -10 −1 G and n e ∼ 10 7 -10 8 cm −3 for m a ∼ 10 −7 eV and g aγ ∼ 10 −10 GeV −1 from the low and high criticalenergy conditions ω L ≡ |ω 2 pl − m 2 a |/2g aγ B T and ω H ≡ 90πg aγ B 2 cr /7αB T , respectively [34, 18, 16] . For our case of varying B T and n e with R, however, transitions of photons to ALPs take place over different radii, R ∼ 10 18 -10 21 cm for φ ∼ 10 −3 and η ∼ 10 9 in Eq. (2.1). We assume a maximum radius of R = 10 22 cm to solve the evolution equation [Eq. (2.2)] numerically. We have checked that the ALP-photon mixing at larger radii does not contribute to the 0.1-400 GeV energy range of our interest.
Spectral fitting of 3C454.3 data and results
The 103 day observation, from 2010 September 1st to 2010 December 13th, of the blazar 3C454.3 by the Fermi-LAT [21] constitutes of 4 epochs: (i) An initial quiet or pre-flare period; (ii) A 13 day long plateau period; (iii) 5 day outburst or flare; and (iv) A post-flare period. Data points and upper limits of the γ-ray energy spectra (νF ν ≡ E 2 dN/dE) in these 4 epochs are shown in Fig. 1 . To fit these data 3 with our ALP-photon mixing model, we assume an intrinsic single power-law spectrum for γ rays, ∝ E −Γ , at the production region. This spectrum is modified by a normalized suppression factor defined as
where A (E) and A ⊥ (E) are the solutions of Eq. (2.2) with ω ≡ E(1 + z) understood. The final observed energy spectrum is then
where C is measured in erg cm −2 s −1 . Our ALP-photon mixing model for blazar jet has six free parameters: the normalizations for the jet magnetic field (φ) and electron density (η) [Eq. (2.1)]; ALP mass (m a ) and coupling (g aγ ); and the spectral parameters C and Γ. We let the two spectral parameters vary from epoch to epoch, as they are affected by the physical conditions at the γ-ray emission region at different times, but keep the other four (two environmental, φ and η; and two ALP properties, m a and g aγ ) parameters fixed in all epochs as they are not affected by the γ-ray emission region. We repeat this for three different electron density profiles: s = 1, 2 and 3 in Eq. (2.1). The results of our fits are shown in Fig. 1 from the top to the bottom panels for the electron density profile s = 3 (a), 2 (b) and 1 (c), respectively. 
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best-fit environmental parameters are φ = 1.4 · 10 −2 , η = 2.0 · 10 9 , and the best-fit ALP parameters are m a = 2.5 · 10 −7 eV, g aγ = 2.4 · 10 −10 GeV −1 .
In the case of the s = 2 electron density profile ( Fig. 1 middle panel) , the χ 2 min values and the best-fit spectral parameters are: 23.3 (Flare, C = 7.7 · 10 −9 , Γ = 2.06); 4.3 (Postflare, C = 4.1 · 10 −9 , Γ = 2.20); 17.0 (Plateau, C = 2.1 · 10 −9 , Γ = 2.16); and 10.2 (Quiet, C = 7.8 · 10 −10 , Γ = 2.32). The best-fit environmental parameters are φ = 1.6 · 10 −2 , η = 2.0 · 10 9 , and the best-fit ALP parameters are m a = 1.8 · 10 −7 eV, g aγ = 2.0 · 10 −10 GeV −1 .
In the case of s = 1 electron density profile ( Fig. 1 bottom panel) Note that the total χ 2 values, summed over all of the four epochs, are comparable for the 3 electron density profiles that we have explored. There is a slight preference for the s = 2 profile. This is compatible with the density profile in the jet deduced from the reverberation measurement [30] . The ∼ 10-20 mG magnetic field and the ∼ 2 · 10 9 cm −3 particle density at a radius R ∼ 10 18 cm, just at the edge or outside the BLR, are also quite reasonable for the blazar jet. The intrinsic spectrum of γ rays varies between Γ ∼ 2.1-2.3 and are compatible with the inverse Compton spectra by shock-accelerated electrons, as generally thought to be the emission mechanism of γ rays from blazars.
We can assess the significance of our results by adding up the χ 2 values for the four different epochs in each of the three possible cases s = 1, 2 and 3 and by comparing our results to the χ 2 resulting from a fit in which the probability of photon ALP transition is absent and therefore there are only two free spectral parameters C and Γ. For the model which provides the best fit to the data, that is, the s = 2 model, the χ 2 min,ALP in the photon ALP mixing scenario is 54.8 for 48 spectral points and 24 free parameters, i.e. 24 degrees of freedom (dof). If we compute the χ 2 without the photon ALP transition we obtain χ 2 min = 412.9, we have again 48 spectral points to be fitted with 8 parameters, that is, 40 degrees of freedom. The difference in the fit for the two models, with and without photon ALP mixing, is ∆χ 2 s=2 = 358.1 for ∆(dof)= 16. The corresponding p ≃ 0 value is indicating that the ALP-photon mixing model fit the data much better than with just a simple spectrum characterized by Eq. (3.2) , that is, the simple model can be rejected with a probability equal to 1 for practical purposes. For the s = 1 and s = 3 cases, ∆χ 2 s=1 = 354.4 and ∆χ 2 s=3 = 352.1 respectively and therefore p ≃ 0 also for these two cases. The results quoted above have been obtained for the ξ = π/4, angle which describes the configuration of the transverse magnetic field B T . Similar results could be obtained for different magnetic field configurations, although with slightly different best-fit values for the parameters describing the model. Figure 2 shows 68% (yellow) and 95% (green) confidence-level regions in the m a -g aγ parameter space for our ALP-photon mixing model for the γ-ray spectral data of the blazar 3C454.3. For these plots (s = 3, 2 and 1 for the left, middle and right panel, respectively) we have kept marginalized over the spectral parameters C and Γ as well as over the environmental parameters φ and η, i.e. the four parameters which are common JHEP00(0000)000 to all epochs. The best-fit points in the m a -g aγ parameter space are denoted with a " * " and these values are in agreement with the fits obtained in Fig. 1 . Note that the allowed values for the ALP mass and its coupling depend rather weakly on the particle density profile in the blazar jet and are constrained in small ranges, m a ∼ (0.8 − 2.5) · 10 −7 eV and g aγ ∼ (1.2 − 3.3) · 10 −10 GeV. Figure 2 : Contour plots of the 68% and 95% CL regions for the ALP mass and coupling in case of the electron density profiles in the jet (from left to right) n e ∝ R −3 , n e ∝ R −2 and n e ∝ R −1 . The parameters of the production spectra for each epoch found in Fig. 1 are kept fixed. The position of the symbol " * " denotes the best-fit point in the m a -g aγ plane.
Consistency check with PKS1222+216 data
Fermi-LAT and MAGIC Cherenkov telescope made overlapping observations of PKS1222+216 on 2010 June 17 [22, 23] . During this time Fermi-LAT measured γ-ray emission in the ∼ 0.3-1 GeV range and MAGIC measured VHE γ-ray emission in the ∼ 70-400 GeV range. These data are showin in Fig. 3 . VHE γ rays are subject to absorption due to γγ → e + e − pair production with UV-infrared photons of the extragalactic background light (EBL). Figure 3 also shows the absorption corrected VHE "deabsorbed" spectrum as reported in Ref. [23] which used the EBL model in Ref. [31] . The EBL model in Refs. [32, 33] also gives very similar deabsorbed VHE spectrum.
Note that 10 GeV γ rays, if the emission region is well below the BLR, are also subject to absorption by BLR photons [37] . It was suggested in Ref. [15] that ALP-photon mixing in the BLR reduces the γγ optical depth as ALPs are not subject to absorption. The authors in Ref. [15] also fitted the high-energy and VHE spectra of PKS1222+216 using emissions, respectively, from two blobs and by assuming ALP-photon mixing in the BLR. The resulting ALP parameters are m a ∼ 10 −10 eV and g aγ ∼ 1.4 × 10 −11 . These are much different than our values from fitting multi-epoch 3C454.3 data, assuming that the γ-ray emission region is beyond BLR, in Sec. 3.
To verify that the ALP parameter values we have obtained are consistent with PKS1222+216 data, we have fitted the Fermi-LAT and MAGIC deabsorbed spectra assuming our simpler one-zone emission (in the form of a single power-law) region beyond the BLR. We have kept the m a and g aγ values fixed for s = 1, 2 and 3 as in Fig. 1 but varied the environmental JHEP00(0000)000 
Discussion and conclusions
The ALP mass, m a ∼ (1 − 3) · 10 −7 eV, and coupling, g aγ ∼ (1 − 3) · 10 −10 GeV −1 , that we have obtained from fitting spectral data of the well-studied blazar 3C454.3 in the GeV energy range, are just at the border of the exclusion zone in the m a -g aγ parameter space from the Cern Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) experiment [10] , as well as close to the region excluded by axion energy losses induced in massive stars [11] g aγ (0.8 − 1) · 10 −10 GeV −1 . Note, however, that significant astrophysical model uncertainties might be present when deriving the former bound. Our results are also consistent with the recent exclusion region in the m a -g aγ parameter space from the laboratory experiment of "Light Shining through a Wall" by the ALPS Collaboration [35] . A new generation of axion helioscopes [36] will be able to probe the parameter space which includes our best-fit m a and g aγ values.
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Interestingly the ALP mass that we have found in this work is very similar to the mass required to produce a spectral feature observed in the GRB data (in about 15% cases) through the similar ALP-photon mixing mechanism, but in a much shorter scale, ∼ 10 13 -10 14 cm, jet with a much stronger, ∼ 10 4 -10 5 G, magnetic field [16] . On the other hand, our ALP mass is 3 orders of magnitude larger than the ∼ 10 −10 eV mass suggested in Ref. [15] from modeling of > 10 GeV γ-ray data from PKS1222+216, assuming the γ-ray emission region is well below the BLR, contrary to our model. Moreover, ALP-photon mixing scenario was invoked in Ref. [15] to alleviate strong γγ absorption of VHE photons expected in the BLR rather than the direct flux suppression effect that we have explored. Using the same PKS1222+216 data we have obtained good fits for our ALP-photon mixing scenario for m a ∼ 10 −7 eV.
Very light, 10 −10 eV, ALP mass is favored for mixing with VHE photons in the intergalactic magnetic field (IGMF) of megaparsec scale coherence length. Indeed for ∼ 1 nG IGMF, ∼ 10 −10 eV ALPs mix strongly with ω L ∼ 10 (m a /10 −10 eV) 2 (B T /nG) −1 GeV or higher energy photons, for g aγ ∼ 10 −10 GeV −1 and for typical particle densities of n e ∼ 10 −7 cm −3 in the intergalactic media. We calculate below the effect of IGMF on the ∼ 10 −7 eV ALP mass that we have found.
The ALP-photon conversion probability in the IGMF can be written as (see, e.g., Ref. [16] ) This is already above any reasonable estimate of the IGMF, as well as the magnetic field in the clusters of galaxies. A similar analysis can be performed for the Galactic µG magnetic field. Thus the spectral feature in the ∼ 1-10 GeV range for the blazar 3C454.3, due to conversions of photons to ALPs in the kpc scale jet, remains unchanged. Explanations of the GeV spectral breaks seen in Fermi-LAT detected blazars without invoking new physics have been attempted earlier. These include γγ absorption of GeV photons by the Lyman line and continuum radiation from He II in the BLR [37] , and two component GeV emission from Compton scattering of accretion disc photons and BLR photons [38] . While such scenarios can be responsible for the observed GeV spectral breaks, we note that in both scenarios the γ-ray emission region is below or within the BLR, contrary to our assumption. A future systematic study of GeV spectral breaks in all blazars will shed further light on the hints of ALP-photon mixing that we have found for JHEP00(0000)000 the blazar 3C454.3 and can provide clues to distinguish between a conventional and exotic explanation of the breaks in the blazar spectra.
